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Upcoming Events
November
8

UW-Extension Pest Management Update Meeting, Holiday Inn, Janesville

December
30

Green County Fair Steer Weigh-in, 8-11AM, Equity Livestock, Monroe

Ag Plastic Recycling Option Now Available for Smaller Farms
The Ag Plastic recycling program that started in Green County two years ago is going strong. The program has
spread to include over 4,400 farms in several states and is currently keeping over 3,000,000 lbs. of Ag plastics
out of our landfills, or from being burned on the farm, every month. The company is now operating out of 5
locations across WI and MN and is baling the plastic at a new facility located at 4226 Neptune Court, Madison,
WI. Used Ag Plastic is no longer being baled or accepted at the Green County Landfill, but is being accepted
at the Madison location between 8AM and 2 PM on weekdays.
Dairy farmers that generate large amounts of used Ag plastic can also still enroll in a program that provides a
free dumpster and on-farm pick up for Ag plastics by calling Revolution Plastics toll free at 844-490-7873.
Farmers willing to pick up their dumpsters will be given first priority.
Revolution Plastics is now offering an alternative collection program for smaller farms that do not generate
enough plastic to qualify for a free dumpster. Beginning November 6th, 2017 they are launching their
Recapture Bag program. The program will offer large 8’ x 10’ bags that farmers can stuff their used plastic into
and then call Revolution after five bags have been filled for free on-farm pick. The set of five bags for storing
the used plastic can be purchased locally at Jordan Ag Equipment, Monroe, WI (800-726-0401).
Only #4 plastic from silo bags, bunker covers, drip tape, greenhouse covers and bale wraps are accepted
through this recycling program. Plastic twine, mesh bale wraps, plastic jugs, bunker covers with a nylon scrim
and all other types of plastic containers will not be accepted. Farmers are asked to shake any excess mud,
gravel, dirt, stones and feed off the plastic before storing it, or bringing it to the collection site.
Green County Hay Auctions
Several hay auctions have again started up in Green County. Hay auctions will be held every Friday behind
the Casey Gas Station in Monticello and the first and third Saturdays of each month in the Carter and
Gruenewald lot in Juda. All sales start at noon.
If you want to check on current local hay and bedding prices, they are available at the Green County UWExtension Agriculture Web page. The auction price summaries from the weekly sales are posted each week at:
http://green.uwex.edu/agriculture/

Placing a Value of Corn Stover
A common question each fall that comes up is trying to place a value on corn stover left in the field
after grain harvest. Will the lost fertility from removing and selling the stalks cost me more to
replace than what I will receive from selling the stalks for bedding? The following information can
be used for determining corn stover value based on the fertilizer value of the stalks.
When the stalks are removed in the fall there are several factors that are impacted in the field. One
is that there will be less ground cover that could lead to more soil erosion and you need to make
sure you leave adequate residue cover to meet the requirements in your conservation plan. The
erosion factor is difficult to put a dollar value on because the amount of erosion is determined by
many factors such as how much residue is removed, the soil type, and the slope. However, if you
fail to maintain the required residue cover that is specified in your conservation plan you will likely
increase soil erosion and jeopardize government payments which would negate any profits gained
from selling the stalks.
The largest monetary factor to consider when removing stalks from a corn field is the loss of
potassium and phosphorous fertilizer that leaves with the stover. Yields of corn stover will vary
depending on grain yield. Corn yielding 150 bu/acre will produce a total of approximately 3.5 dry
matter tons of stover, while a field yielding 170 Bu/acre would produce a total of approximately
4 tons D.M. of corn stover per acre.
When stalks are chopped and baled you usually will remove anywhere from 50-80% of the total
corn fodder in the field. See the table below to determine the percentage of stover removed for
different harvest methods. Each ton of corn stalks taken away, removes approximately 4.6 pounds
of P205 and 32 pounds of K20 pounds.
Assuming a stover yield of 4 tons/acre and a removal rate of the stover at 65% you would remove
5,200 pounds of corn stalks per acre or 2.6 tons. This means that you would remove 11.96 pounds
of P205 (2.6 x 4.6) and 83.20 pounds of K20 (2.6 x 32) per acre. Using current fertilizer prices of
$.30/lb. for P2O5, and $.27 /lb. for K2O, the fertilizer value of the stalks removed per acre would
be $3.59 for P205 and $22.46 per acre for K, resulting in a total fertilizer value of $26.05/acre for
removing 65% of the corn stalks.
The previous figures assume that the stalks are harvested in the fall. If they were harvested in the
spring the amount of potassium removed would be reduced by approximately 50% due to the
nutrients that would leach out of the stalks over winter. The amount of phosphorus would not be
reduced because it is part of the cell wall structure and would not be broken down over winter.
Losses of organic matter from stalk removal are estimated at around 30 cents per ton of stalks
removed. This means the value per acre for loss O.M. would be about $1-2 per acre. Thus, if you
are thinking about selling your stalks you would need to charge approximately $27-28/acre to
recoup the lost fertilizer and O.M. value taken from the field if 65% of the stalks were removed in
the fall. If 80% of the stover was removed by shredding and raking prior to baling the lost value of
fertilizer and O.M would be $33-34/acre.
Approximate Removal rates of Corn Stover:
Shredding and Raking
Raking only
Combine windrow only
Cattle Grazing

80%
65%
50%
25-35%
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